In this paper we have to study on the problem of 'Corruption' in 
Introduction
We have to study of discrete model of corruption in the difference equation form by using Mathematical Modelling. The basic idea here is to consider systems with changes which may be thought of as occurring discretely. One example would be cells which divide synchronously and which we follow at some fixed set of times following cell division. Other examples include any organism with discrete generations e.g. many insects, plants etc. in which we follow either population size or some measure of genetic structure such as allele frequencies. The key here is that there are relatively short and synchronized actions e.g.: breeding seasons which allows one to ignore the within-time period behavior for the purpose of the Mathematical Model. An alternative view of discrete models of corruption is that they are discrete of continuous time models. That is, we cannot really observe organism continuously, so we just monitor the quantities of interest at discrete intervals. An example would be locations of individuals which move continuously, but we only observe at discrete intervals. This is the basic idea of time series analysis, which is a statistical approach to describing, predicting and controlling the behavior of a time dependent system. The appropriate formulation of Mathematical discrete model for corruption depends upon the questions: Are there certain population groups more at risk of being victim of corruption that is vulnerable groups?
We are trying to address and the appropriate temporal and spatial scale at which to focus those questions. The limitations of the available data to develop the mathematical discrete model for corruption then evaluate it. Also, the question comes in my mind that how to examine "Human Behavior, Trust and Corruption." Now we know, A general form for a first order difference equation is Where C denotes corruption and the function f determines the new value of the variable at the next time step from the previous value. This is an iteration scheme and if you know the function f and an initial when Mathematical E-virus Constant Ҝ =0 then we can just iterate the function through time to calculate successive values of However, the objective of mathematical analysis is to provide some general understanding of discrete models for corruption such as this, so that we can determine how the system behaves without having to iterate it numerically. Numerical iteration tells us only what one particular trajectory of the system will be through time. We had potentially had to do much iteration to get a general picture of the behavior of the system, and mathematical analysis saves us from having to do this.
II. Methodology
We have to use the four steps of mathematical modelling cycle for solving the problem of corruption in the society of any country of the world. The mathematical modelling process is as follows:
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Fig.1:
The "Answer Plan of a Problem" for Mathematical modeling task A modelling task requires translations between reality and Mathematics what, in short, can be called Mathematical modelling. By reality, I mean according to Pollack (1979) , the "rest of the world" outside mathematics including nature, society, everyday life and other scientific disciplines.
III. A Study of Discrete Model of Corruption with Difference Equation Form
The discrete model of corruption in the difference equation can be modeled using the formula, T= , where T = Change; Future Value; Present Value. A dynamical system allows us to describe the change from one state of the system to the next. At stage, the change is described by Change at stage n = future (n+1) th stage -present n th stage
The difference is usually denoted by and is called a change or first difference. A difference equation is an equation of the form = f ( is a discrete analogue of the autonomous differential equation (C) correspond to the accumulation points of the sequence that is the solution of difference equation = f ( with the initial value Recall that the equilibrium solutions were obtained by solving f(C) = 0 for C. Analogously, we obtain the limiting values by solving f(C) = 0 for C. This fact can be explained also by the following argument. Namely, if C is such that C= f(C) and we consider a dynamical system given by f ( and C, then f ( = f(C) = C, f ( = f(C) = C,…, f ( = f(C) = C,... . We obtain a constant sequence with all terms equal to C. Because of this, the limiting value C of a dynamical system Thus, C is a fixed point of f ( if and only if C=f(C) when C. The same terminology regarding stability is used as in the case of autonomous differential equations. Let k be positive number. A frequently used dynamical system is obtained when assuming that a certain quantity is changing by a multiple of k in every time unit. Thus, this process can be modeled by the dynamical system or alternatively by the difference equation 
-----------------------(ii)
This is known as Mathematical E-virus Constant Model with Related Time Formula in the Difference Equation Form. Also, the another discrete model is of the form, Therefore, C = -
--------------------(iii) Where Ҝ = Mathematical E-virus Constant and t= Mathematical Model period. This is known as Mathematical Decay of Discrete Model of Corruption with the Difference Equation Form or Mathematical Corruption Control Model (MCC Model).
Also, we know that the Mathematical E-virus Constant Ҝ with related Corruption in exponential equation form. It is of the following:
This is known as Mathematical E-virus Constant Model with Related Corruption Formula in the Difference Equation Form. Also, we know that the Mathematical Corruption-Development Model in exponential equation form. It is as follows:
we get Therefore, D(C) = D (0) --------------------(vii) This is known as Mathematical Corruption-Development Model with the Difference Equation Form.
We know that the Mathematical Development Model in exponential equation form. It is as follows: 
IV. Mathematical Results
We have observed and it concluded that the Mathematical Results for finding or measuring the "Corruption" in the society. These mathematical results are as follows: i.
Mathematical 
Statistical Graph Of Model-I:
The Graph Between MEV Constant ' ' And Corruption 'C'
We have observed that when we assumed value 0.25%, C (0) = 0.0875 crore. The mathematical result of the above data can be written in the following table. Also, we have observed that the relation between MEV Constant, Corruption (in population size) and Development (in rupees) Table-II The graphs of Table-II 
Graph-III: The Graph between Corruption and Development
This shows that the Mathematical Corruption Model is statistically fit for exponential, polynomial and power form. Also it is liner. Therefore it is valid for the above illustrations.
VI. Conclusion
We have observed and it concluded that the mathematical results are as follows: [19] . Also the regression square (R 2 ) is less than 1. Therefore the mathematical corruption model is fit statistically. 
